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In the Hungarian language, slightly more than in English, there is a
difference between the words tourist and traveller. Traditionally, tourists
were people who liked to take long excursions in nature. Nowadays,
recreational mass travel is so-called tourism. A traveller is a different
person: an educated lady or gentleman who savours the foreign places
that she or he visits, compares experiences and learns from them.
Considering those travellers who visited Hungary, first of all we
find intellectuals and scholars among the visitors (Quad, Brown, Townson, and Ackersdijck). Besides, or through, their professional interest,
they also formed a general view of Hungary. Then there were the officials, emissaries, and escorts of dignitaries. Next came those who actually never planned to see Hungary, but the country was on their way to
some destination. An interesting group, particularly familiar in England,
were the globetrotters who made sport of visiting as many countries as
they could in their lifetime (like Tafur or Pinxner). Finally, emotional
considerations also motivated certain people, notably John Paget (and
many others since...).
It should be understood that there is no such thing as an objective
travel report. There can be a lot of reasons why somebody learns to dislike a country: a dishonest inn-keeper, an infested bed, indigestion caused
by the local food, or other complaints. On the other hand, good weather
and friendly hosts make the traveller happy. Therefore, reports are never
conclusive. Lady Wortley Montagu was satisfied with Hungarian hotels,
while a hundred years later the Dutch traveller Ackersdijck was not.
External influence in the form of socio-political biases can form an
opinion in advance (nowadays we would call it brainwashing). We shall
see how eagerly the Austrians tried to dissuade Western European travel-

lers in the eighteenth to nineteenth centuries to continue their trip to
Hungary. "Truth" is, to a great degree, in the eye of the beholder. It is
easy to criticize. We can assume that there were more irresponsible or
tendentiously negative reports about Hungary than critically sympathetic
ones. It is true everywhere. In his pioneering book The Italians (1964),
Luigi Barzini devoted pages to quoting the most outrageously biased
opinions of eighteenth-century travellers (almost all Englishmen) about
Italy. Such opinionated travel literature is counterproductive, possibly
comical, and it may have been Barzini's aim to demonstrate this.
Another matter that should be understood is that some travel
reports on Hungary are quite voluminous: Paget's consists of two, Miss
Pardoe's of three, volumes. Also in shorter works, there is much information conveyed about a wide variety of experiences. The selection of our
references has to be limited to observations that are comparable to those
of several travellers. The discourse will be organized thematically, which
may seem like a positivistic approach, yet the comparison of various
observations will eventually point to certain shared dominant views. My
thematic survey will, hopefully, complement the thus far only comprehensive survey of the subject: Gyula Antalffy's A Thousand Years of Travel
in Old Hungarywhich
offers a chronological presentation. As so many
cultural histories written by Hungarians, Antalffy's book also provides a
wide ramification of the subject, describing not only impressions of
travellers but also the means of transportation, road conditions, and the
like. At the same time, it is a useful guide for readers unfamiliar with
Hungarian history, inasmuch as it discusses major turns of events before
dealing with their impact on travel.
Other than Antalffy's survey, only publications on travellers from
one country, in one period, are available. Arguably, there are exceptions,
such as J. E. Horvath's selective, short summary: Hungary Through Western Eyes? Two volumes (Regi utazasok Magyarorszagon es a Balkanfelszigeten, edited by Istvan Szamota, 3 and Regi hiriink a vilagban, edited
by Lajos Tardi),4 provide indispensable source materials: excerpts from
travel reports by foreign travellers in Hungarian translation.
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Until recently, Hungary was regarded as a primarily agricultural country,
yet the cities and towns were among the first attractions that travellers

commented on. (In parentheses: is this not a cue to re-evaluate the still
standing judgment of historians about the supposedly underdeveloped
Hungarian urban civilization?) Understandably, the royal capital of Buda
attracted the most attention throughout the centuries, both in its glorious
years and in sad times. In 1433, Bertrandon de la Brocquiere travelled
home to France from the Holy Land through the Balkan and Hungary.
Impressed by king Sigismund's Buda, he mentioned the town and palace
briefly but appreciatively in his travel report.5 In 1502 Pierre Choque,
member of a royal escort, still witnessed king Matthias' fabulous Renaissance castle, characterizing it thus: "The palace is magnificently situated
and is the most beautiful royal residence that I ever saw." 6 This remark
comes from a Frenchman, at a time when some of the castles of the Loire
Valley (e.g. Amboise and Chaumont) were standing already. Even during
the Turkish occupation, Buda impressed Edward Brown, an English
physician who studied the mines of Northern Hungary, sufficiently to call
it "a large city, and of a pleasant situation," although he qualified this
statement by adding: "but much abating of its ancient glory." 7 Unfortunately, the ravages of the 1686 siege were visible even decades later, as
the distinguished Lady Montagu's regretful reference from 1717 shows:
"[the] Palace was reckon'd one of the most beautiful Buildings of the
Age, now wholly destroy'd." 8 (Those of us who remember the state of
Buda after the 1945 siege cannot help but reminisce upon reading this
description.)
While the Habsburg empire did its best to keep Hungary and its
royal capital a godforsaken place, the gradually rebuilt capital of Buda
still had its fans during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
among them numerous Germans, formally subjects of the same Habsburgs. With the slow but steady development of the urban middle class,
however, also Pest, the ugly duckling hardly ever mentioned in travel
reports before the nineteenth century, started to attract visitors. In 1835
John Paget (who will be repeatedly mentioned later), and in 1839 the
English writer and traveller Julia Pardoe, may have been the first travellers to appreciate the shops and the commercial spirit of Pest. The general
set-up of the city also pleased Miss Pardoe: "Many of the streets are as
handsome as in Vienna, and most of them considerably wider; the blocks
of building are solid and regular, and the shops handsome and well-fittedup." 9 A year later, the Italian traveller Tullio Dandolo praised Pest thus:
"[it] seems to have developed its line of mansions along the Danube
embankment only to offer the visitors a pleasant experience on their arri-

val. [...] Its streets have been broadened, and it has developed into a huge
trade centre and the heart of Hungarian culture." 10 The most exuberant
and detailed description came from the great storyteller and traveller Hans
Christian Andersen. On a Danubian boat trip that started at the Bosporus
and ended in Vienna, he visited Pest-Buda (as the twin cities were usually
called before their 1873 unification) in 1841 at the time of the famous
Whitsun fair. "It is a remarkable view — but how does one paint it —
and the sunlight in which it appeared — in words? The buildings along
the river in Pest looked like a series of palaces. What life and traffic
there was! Hungarian dandies, merchants — both Jews and Greeks —
soldiers and peasants all mingle together."11 Two decades earlier the
Dutch traveller (later professor) Jan Ackersdijck also witnessed a seasonal
fair in Pest, and was amazed at the variety of objects on sale, calling the
sight colourful. 12 Buda also impressed Andersen, and he wouldn't have
been the world's greatest tale-teller if he had not referred to a superstitious
tale that he heard there about the ghost of a huge Turkish warrior who
haunted the slopes of the castle hill shortly before midnight. 13
Another, almost unconditional, admirer of Hungary was the English physician John Paget who met a young Hungarian aristocrat, the
baroness Polixena Wesselenyi, in Rome in 1835. Determined to marry
her, Paget travelled to Hungary in the same year to meet her family and
get acquainted with her country. After the baroness, he also fell in love
with the country. Among others, he, too, loved Pest-Buda. Beyond the
pleasant sights that affected most travellers, however, Paget was also a
keen observer (and later participant) of Hungarian civilization. It is interesting to consider his comparison of local transportation in Pest-Buda
with the same in other European capitals:
Please notice the fiacre: none of the dirty, heavy, shabby, slow
coaches, found on the stands in London; but a very clean,
smart, open caleche, with two high-bred little horses which
whisk along at a famous rate; and the driver as far superior in
sharpness and wit to his wooden-shod confrere of Paris as the
equipage is to that of London. In winter, instead of the open
caleche, a neat close chariot takes its place, for he is a very
poor fiacre in Pest who has not a winter and a summer carriage. 14

visitors.

Pest and Buda were not the only cities that pleased foreign
Towns that had been taken from Hungary by the 1920 peace

treaty of Versailles-Trianon were mentioned more or less in the same
proportion as towns that still belong to Hungary. Most travellers entered
the country from the west (coming from Vienna), and their fist stop was
Pozsony or Pressburg (now Bratislava, Slovakia), site of the Hungarian
parliament between 1531 and 1848. Brown calls Pozsony "pleasant, [its]
castle is stately," 15 Ackersdijck calls it "beautiful." 16 The other charming
historical towns of the Upland (Felvidek, now coinciding with the Slovak
Republic) also received enthusiastic reviews. According to Pierre Lescalopier, a French lawyer who visited Transylvania in 1574 to strike up
an engagement between the ruling prince and a French princess, Kassa
was "one of the most beautiful cities of Hungary " 17 The same traveller
had kind words about Eperjes and Locse as well.18
Beautiful and romantic Transylvania (now part of Romania) was
also regarded with admiration. The same Lescalopier called Kolozsvar a
"beautiful, fortified city," 19 and the respected high-ranking Austrian
official and scholar, Transylvanian-born Ignaz von Born was not alone
with his opinion that Kolozsvar was one of Transylvania's most illustrious
cities.20 One cannot help but be moved by the enthusiastic references to
other Northern towns such as Besztercebanya, Trencsen, or Munkacs
(whose "majestic fort" the Swedish diplomat Pal Strassburg mentions), 21
or, among the Transylvanian ones, Brasso, Nagyszeben, or Nagyvarad
(which Robert Townson called "one of Hungary's most beautiful cities." 22
Towns and areas that remained within the present Hungarian
borders were equally appreciated. The route along the Danube was a
popular and scenic one between Vienna and Pest-Buda, whether travelled
by ship or stagecoach. After Pozsony, the travellers could visit Gyor,
Komarom, Esztergom, Visegrad and Vac. Elsewhere in the country
Godollo, Szekesfehervar and Pecs were mentioned with praise, as well as
Mosonmagyarovar, the lovely town that most foreign and Hungarian
tourists ignore now as they rush on to Vienna or Budapest.
From the travel reports on Hungarian cities and towns we can
learn two lessons so far. One: the travellers quoted came from some of
the culturally richest countries of Europe — England, France, Germany
— yet, they found a lot to praise in Hungarian urban culture. Two: while
many Hungarians cannot forget the injustice done to their country in
1920, when they lost two-thirds of their historical territories, references to
beautiful places within the present borders testify that Hungary is still a
rewarding destination for modern travellers (as we shall see from statistics
quoted later).

Our travellers paid little attention to rural Hungary: the villages
and their dwellers. Only Ackersdijck named a number of villages he had
passed through — most of them he called "neat." The landscape of
different parts of the country received much more attention, and some
were lavishly praised. Considering once again the direction of the travellers' arrival, the Danube-bend was the first majestic natural sight. Townson described Visegrad in superlatives: "I crossed the Danube[...]. Seen
from hence, I hardly know a more beautiful landscape than what these
ruins and rocks, with the addition of some hills covered with wood which
now rise behind them, form.[...] This castle, now in ruins, was once the
Windsor of several kings of Hungary[...]." 23 Buda's location and the
surrounding mountains were also a great experience. Johan von Hoffmansegg, a German scientist who sojourned in Hungary in 1793-1794, spent
a whole week in the Buda hills, notably in the Inn of the Pretty Shepherdess (Szepjuhaszne fogado), whose memory has been preserved by a
mountain road. He wrote that every Sunday the mountains were swarming with tourists 24 — just like nowadays. More mixed were the opinions
about Lake Balaton, which was at that time largely undeveloped, and
even Hungarians did not appreciate it as a recreational area. Richard
Bright, an English physician who was the guest of count Gyorgy Festetics
in Keszthely in the 1810s, at least called it a "fine lake," 25 while the Hungarophile Paget praised it with reservations: "It is difficult for an Englishman to imagine a fine inland lake of this kind, totally useless for the
purposes of commerce or pleasure. I believe there is not a single trading
barge, and certainly not one sailing-boat on the whole lake!" 26 It was
tamed and civilized nature that Paget, in line with his age, expected. Is
the conflict between undisturbed preservation and recreational use not
with us still?
Even more divided were the opinions about one area that modern
Hungary has been promoting as a major tourist attraction. It was the
Great Plain (Nagyalfold), including the famous Hortobagy. For Townson,
the Plain was "an immense and boundless waste." 27 Writing about
Debrecen, the largest town of the Plain, he could not understand why its
dwellers selected "a country destitute of springs, rivers, building materials,
fuel, and the heart-cheering wine, for their residence.28 Townson was not
alone with his view. A dissenting voice was John Paget's, who liked even
the "Pusta" already in 1835. He felt "a real delight in traversing it, and
never for a moment experienced the weariness of monotony." 29 He also
loved the sunsets and mirages.30

In the past, as much as now, voyagers liked to travel comfortably.
While Hungary's roads left much to be desired, the hospitality of the
people and the excellent opportunities to eat well and sample delicious
wines were as much appreciated by our travellers as they are by modern
tourists. Almost everybody mentioned the abundance of the country's
agriculture, although their reference sometimes had a critical edge — or a
covetous one? According to Pierre Choque, "all that the Hungarians
know is to till the land and produce wine; they enjoy living well." 31 The
result of the good life was visible on the consumers. As the Spanish
traveller Pedro Tafur who travelled in Hungary between 1435-39 characterized Buda's dwellers, they are "slightly overweight, which they attribute
to their richness." 32 Perhaps the most detailed summary of Hungary's
consumable goods comes from Edward Brown.33 Almost everybody
praised the wines, except those served in taverns. Townson detected the
reason: in the cities the aldermen, in the country the landlords paid a set
amount (a kind of salary) to the innkeeper, and kept the balance of the
income. Thus, innkeepers were not interested in providing quality goods,
nor service, as the inadequate comfort and cleanness of country inns
proved. 34 The travellers soon found out that it was smarter to appeal to
the hospitality of people. Not only well-off gentlefolk but even people
from more humble ranks were found to be exceedingly hearty. Lady
Montagu describes how her husband surprised village people when he
paid them for their generous hospitality. While they accepted the money,
at departure they presented the distinguished British travelling company
with gifts: on one occasion with "a dozen of fat pheasants." 35 Once
Paget's companion and friend, the British artist Hering, found lodging
with a carpenter in Tihany who refused the payment he offered next
morning. 36
There were numerous inns in Pest-Buda that served food, and
most of them also offered lodging. In 1720, there were only twenty-four,
by 1830 some eight-hundred. However, few of them impressed the
travellers. Especially the finicky Ackersdijck's judgment of the establishments was devastating. "We found each of them pretty bad, especially
the dining rooms, which were dirty and full of tobacco smoke. We were
wondering why a capital city did not offer better dining facilities. The
probable reason is that higher civilization and refined taste have not
conquered Hungary yet."37 So much for ethnocentrism.
One social gathering place where also food and drinks were
consumed was the coffee house, of which travellers were pleased to find

a good number in the twin cities. H. C. Andersen described a famous one
with the attractive exaltation characteristic of him: "[The sign on a coffee
house] has in gilded letters Kave Haz and underneath is a picture showing
'The heavenly coffee-spring.' Angels are sitting at a table drinking coffee:
one of the prettiest angels is taking coffee from a spring where, dark
brown, it gushes out among the flowers." 38
Historians of Pest-Buda recognized from this description the
renowned Legrand's Coffee Source. Andersen probably didn't know that
"the loveliest angel" in the picture was the owner Erno Kammer's wife,
bom Katica Kerner, whose stunning beauty certainly contributed to the
brisk business of the cafe. (Had Andersen known this, the whole world
would know it now.)
Decades before Andersen, in 1793, Townson already characterized
another cafe as one unmatched anywhere in Europe. Differently from the
apolitical Andersen, however, Townson made a brief but significant
observation about the social function of the coffee houses: "... here,
according to the continental custom, all ranks and both sexes may come;
hair-dressers in their powdered coats, and old market-women come here
and take their coffee [...] as well as counts and barons." 39 In other words,
coffee houses were democratic institutions — at a time when democracy
in its modern meaning was nowhere to be found in the world.
Country inns got better reviews than those of the twin cities. It
appears that western European travellers heard a lot of discouraging tales,
if not horror stories, in Austria about conditions in Hungary. The more
pleasantly they were surprised to find a civilized and hospitable country
where Lady Montagu "found [such] tolerable accommodation everywhere
that I can hardly forbear laughing when I recollect all the frightful ideas
that were given me of this journey." 40 Paget, perhaps the greatest fan of
Hungary, ridiculed the (tendentious rather than uninformed) Austrian
rumours:
The reader would certainly laugh, as I have often done since,
did I tell him one half the foolish tales the good Viennese told
us of the country we were about to visit. No roads! no inns!
no police! we must sleep on the ground, eat where we could,
and be ready to defend our purses and our lives at every
moment! 41

Paget found that "travelling in Hungary was just as safe as
travelling in England." 42 He also described country inns favourably. The

guestrooms "have boarded floors, thickly strewn over with sand; and are
furnished each with two beds, a table, and three or four wooden chairs." 43
On the other hand, we can surmise whether Ackersdijck had the
misfortune of eating and sleeping in the country's worst inns; or, whether
the problem was with him. We have learned his opinion about the inns
of Pest, and he was just as dissatisfied with the country inns, which he
found unpleasant: cold, unwelcoming, dirty rooms, uncomfortable beds
and bad food awaited the demanding traveller like him. 44 The saying that
one cannot please everybody was as true in those days as it is now:
conditions that suited the wife of the British ambassador in Turkey did
not please the Dutch professor.
Not as if travel had been easy in Hungary. Many travellers
complained about the abysmal condition of the roads, the uncomfortable
carriages, the mud covering not only highways but also village streets.
Ackersdijck was surprised that Hungarian women wore boots but, seeing
the muddy streets, he thought he understood why. 45 Medical care must
have been unsatisfactory. Even Robert Townson, who praised many
things in Hungary, warned travellers not to get sick in Pest-Buda, where
conditions in the city hospital were, in his opinion, probably the worst in
Europe. "The building, the equipment, the personnel were equally unfriendly, stinky and dirty." 46
Yet, there was something rewarding in the spirit of the country.
The learned young Aleksander Ivanovich Turgenev, later respected historian and diplomat (who was not related to the writer I. S. Turgenev),
thought it was the spirit of freedom granted to foreigners. Based on his
travel experience in Germany, he appreciated that various Hungarian
officials did not pester the travellers, checking their identity and the
contents of their luggage again and again. "It is not for nothing that
Hungarians call their country the land of freedom," he concluded. 47 In
the same vein, Paget described his crossing of the Hungarian border thus:
I proffered my passport, as usual, to the guard who opened the
barrier; but it was declined with a polite bow, and an assurance
that I was in Hungary and had no longer need of it. I appeal to
those who have travelled in Italy and Germany for sympathy
with my delight at being once more free from the annoyance of
passports. [...] I blessed the land where some trace of personal
liberty still existed.4*

Aside from this, several travellers (even Turgenev!) made disapproving remarks about the Hungarian social class hierarchy and the
lowly place of the serfs, something that they must have known from
second-hand information, hardly from personal experience.
Recreational activities are a part of travel. Hungary was always
famous for its horses and baths. From de la Brocquiere's report it seems
that in his time (1433) Szeged was the centre of horse breeding. He was
told that in that town he could buy thousands of horses any time. 49 As
for the famous hot springs of Buda, they were developed mainly by the
Turks, and Edward Brown was the first one to provide a detailed report
about them.50 (In pre-Turkish times, de la Brocquiere also mentioned the
hot springs.) The maintenance of the baths had to be a costly job. It
almost sounds like a complaint of today how the health commissioner of
Buda lamented to Dandolo about the expenses.51 Some travellers also
visited the Northern Hungarian and Transylvanian baths.
The appearance, social life and customs of the Hungarians drew
slightly more attention than their culture. It must have fascinated Ackersdijck that Hungarian men wore moustaches, as he mentioned this repeatedly in his short travel report, adding that it lent them a warrior-like
national character. 52
According to Brown, Hungarian clothing was
designed for riding and fighting, and was so practical for these purposes
that both the peoples of the Balkan and the Turks adopted their design.
He also added that Hungarians liked colourful clothing. 53
The social events of the upper classes were described as dignified
and measured (by Pal Strassburg 54 and A.I. Turgenev, among others).
More mixed was the company, and more lively the mood, of the Annaday Ball of Balatonfiired that Paget attended on his first trip. 55
Rich Hungarian folklore always interested the travellers. Brown
witnessed and briefly described the hajdu (heyduk) dance, a provocative
dance the steps of which imitated a man-to-man fight. He called it "a
pyrrhic [dance]," comparing it by this term to a soldierly dance of the
ancient Greeks.56 As for Townson, he wrote with delight about the games
of a group of teenage country girls on a Transdanubian Sunday. 57
Since most travellers were men, and all lived before political
correctness hit our planet, reflections on Hungarian women are parts of
numerous travel reports. Especially the two Russian travellers, Turgenev
and Glinka, praised their beauty. The former attended the Palatine's ball
and concluded that aside from Vienna, no other city could show up as
many beauties as Pest-Buda. The latter, a great Romantic composer,

wrote about Hungarian women in superlatives: "One should think one
sees the nymphs of the hills! Imagine: a perfect and proportioned posture,
long black curls covering the shoulders casually, a charming face and
deep red lips, like a rose in May." 58 We should add: the Slavophile (that
is, populist) romantic Glinka described the idealized beauty of peasant
girls, suspecting that those who lived in the cities did not preserve their
virtue, which enhanced the beauty of country girls.
Relatively few travellers were seriously interested in Hungarian
education and scholarship. Ackersdijck found much pleasure in visiting
the National Museum 59 and the university library.60 Especially the numismatic collection impressed him. "One cannot praise such initiatives
enough," he wrote. Indeed! Almost two centuries earlier Edward Brown
wrote that the most valuable coins had been found in many parts of the
country, but since no systematic collection and depository existed, the
local peasants usually picked up these treasures.61 Ackersdijck also visited
the new observatory on the Gellert Hill62 and the university that moved
from Buda to Pest in 1784.63 He described his meetings with some
professors and his attendance of their lectures without qualifying these,
but emphasized the large number and enthusiastic attention of the students. Not indicating his source, he gave an unflattering report on
elementary education, characterizing it as scholastic and of low quality,
and attributing the problem to censorship and the many checks on education.
Briefer than Ackersdijck, Townson also wrote about the university
and its library collections. In addition, he dealt with the situation of
theatre life in Hungary. At the time of his visit, there was one theatre in
each of the twin cities, both performing usually in German, but exceptionally also in Hungarian. 64 (The theatre in Buda was the Palace Theatre
[Varszinhaz], founded in 1790, closing in 1796; the one in Pest was the
so-called Rondella.) In 1841 H.C. Andersen could already visit the still
young National Theatre, which was also used as a concert hall, and he
heard Mendelssohn's Saint Paul oratorio performed there.65 While he
noted that the German-language City Theatre was larger than the National
Theatre, he didn't like the performance he saw there; it was one of the
many obscure German plays. He thought it was ranting.
Our survey of the travellers' impressions would not be complete
without their reflections on the Hungarian language. Its unusual character
fascinated them, which just proves that they considered the country an
organic part of Europe. Before the modern historical interest in the native

tongue had started in Hungary, in the late sixteenth century, the Dutch
geographer and traveller Matthias Quad let the world know that Hungarians spoke the Scythian language (whatever that was), but had borrowed
many words from their neighbours. 66 Two seventeenth-century voyagers,
the Scottish William Lithgow 67 and Edward Brown, 68 no longer speculated
about the Hungarian language but simply reported that it was unlike any
other. Brown presented a sample: the beginning of the Lord's Prayer in
Hungarian. Almost two centuries later, Glinka had more information on
hand. He proudly reported that the Hungarians had once lived in Siberia,
but in the ninth century they had started moving westward. However,
"even now" (in Glinka's time) in the land of the Ostyaks, people in
several settlements spoke an "almost Hungarian" language. 69 Almost on
the mark. And there seems to be an implication hinted, whether naive,
unintentional or early pan-Slavic, that maybe-maybe Hungarians were also
the natives of Mother Russia.

*

*

*

The author of this paper regards positivism: the collection of facts, as the
basis of knowledge. However, one should ask: facts to what avail? Why
do we pursue lengthy, meticulous studies if we don't compare facts, can't
achieve a synthesis, and don't ask how our acquired knowledge has
enriched us?
The first thing we have learned is that practically all travellers
gave signs of sympathy toward, and at least some appreciation of,
Hungary. Maybe the sources that I worked with did not want to print
blatantly hostile travel reports, which would be understandable. The fatal
turn of the world's sympathy for Hungary from positive to negative
happened decades after our time frame. In a sense, we can call the
voyagers discussed "friends of Hungary."
Secondly, we can find an interesting analogy between what
travellers of past centuries and modern day tourists appreciate most about
Hungary: beautiful towns, lovely landscape, tasty (although rich) cuisine,
excellent wines, inspiring coffee houses, colourful (now waning) folklore,
and a lively mood, a joi de vivre. Beautiful girls and women too. Let us
leave aside the shadier aspects of the modern entertainment industry.
(There is nothing new about that either: in 1822 a Russian traveller, Pyotr
Ivanovich Keppen, gave a fairly detailed account of prostitution in Pest-

Buda. 70 Just like in any other big city of the world, we may add.) Let us
not forget the ancient recreational activities: spas and horseback riding.
Can we feel safe to add hospitality to the list of living traditions? Even
this situation has been improving though, after decades of the "winter of
our discontent" when sales-people in the shops were often grumpy, bus
drivers rude, waiters indifferent.
It would be interesting to compare similar experiences of other
countries past and present, whether what they had to offer to travellers
has been similarly unchanging. Whatever the findings would be, it
appears that Hungary itself, with the relics of its past and the continuity
of its best features, is a large treasure-chest. In 1995 it was the fifth, in
1996 the eights most frequented tourist destination world-wide. And it is
up to its ten million inhabitants to keep it that way. Tourism is less
elegant than travelling, yet it is a multi-billion dollar business. All three
dimensions of time are needed to shape a positive image of the country.
We read the two or three century-old travel reports through the eyes of an
entirely different age: ours. It is easy to point out inconsistencies and
critical fallacies retrospectively. However, without the appreciation of
what the world said about Hungary between 1433 and 1842, our image of
ourselves would be less complete.

NOTES
This paper is an enhanced and documented version of the one that
I read at Oriel College, Oxford University on February 21, 2002. I am
indebted to Dr. Brigitta Bali for assisting me in my research at the
National Szechenyi Library, Budapest.
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